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Modeling NAPL dissolution and biodegradation interations: e�et oftoxiity and biomass growth limitationsC. Galloa b and S.M. HassanizadehaaDept. of Civil Engineering and Geosienes, TUDelft, The NetherlandsbCRS4, VI Strada Ovest, Z.I. Mahiareddu, UTA (CA), ItalyThis work fouses on some aspets of the interations between NAPL dissolution, mole-ular di�usion and biodegradation proesses. Starting from a test problem based on a real�eld senario, a one-dimensional model is set up. A number of simulations are run usingdi�erent biomass distributions, varying di�usion oeÆients and biologial kineti rates.Results indiate that under ideal onditions biomass distribution along the olumn doesnot make a real di�erene in terms of total amount of dissolved oil degraded. Resultshange dramatially when introduing limitations in the growth of biomass and the ef-fets of toxiity into the model. Both of these are modelled as funtions for whih somethreshold or bounding levels are spei�ed. In partiular, toxiity funtion is derived fromsome phenomenogial onsiderations, sine, at least to the author's knowledge, no dou-mentation in the literature is available in this regard. Constrained biomass growth andontaminant toxiity have been found to yield results onsistent with �eld data on ontam-inant distribution. This would support our presumption that biomass growth onstraintand toxiity play a major role in reduing natural attenuation eÆieny.1. INTRODUCTIONIn this work, we have studied the ombination of biodegradation and dissolution. Thereare a number of studies on NAPL dissolution mehanisms and properties of two-phaseow ([5,7,4,6℄). Similarly, muh work has been arried out on biodegradation of dissolvedontaminants and di�erent mathematial/numerial approahes have been presented inthe literature (see [2℄ and referenes listed therein). However, there are only a few studiesthat have dealt with the oupling between the two proesses. This situation typiallyours in near-to-soure ontamination senarios in whih both NAPL phase and ativebiomass are present. Near-to-soure does not imply a preise measure in terms of distanefrom the spill loation. However, it should be intended as \suÆiently lose" to theontaminant spill so that the onurrene of proesses suh as NAPL dissolution, transportof dissolved oil in the aqueous phase, biodegradation, biomass growth, and toxiity e�etsshould be aounted for. The relative weight of eah proess may play a role on the overalldegradation.This work is a ontinuation of the researh presented in our previous paper [3℄. Theurrent fous is on the e�et of moleular di�usion and biomass distribution on NAPL dis-



2solution and biodegradation. This is disussed in light of the presene of \nonidealities"in the system. The word \nonidealities" stands for those proesses whih may dimin-ish, inhibit, or de�nitetely stop the biodegradation proess. Two degradation-limitingproesses are onsidered, that is, biomass growth limitations and toxiity of the ontam-inant for baterial population. These fators may have a strong impat on ontaminantbiodegradation, but, to our knowledge, no extensive study has been presented in order toquantify these e�ets. In this paper, preliminary results are presented on the topis.2. GOVERNING EQUATIONSNAPL dissolution, dissolved-oil transport and biodegradation are proesses that areinluded in the model. Dissolved-oil di�usive transport in the aqueous phase is modeledas follows:�Sl�CS�t +D�2CS�x2 = Eln � �SlBS: (1)where CS is onentration of dissolved NAPL, t is time, � is porosity, Sl is aqueous phasesaturation, vl is aqueous phase veloity and D is moleular di�usion oeÆient. The termEln is linearly proportional to the di�erene between the solubility limit of NAPL, CSeq,and its atual onentration, CS, i.e.Eln = �Snkdo �CSeq � CS� : (2)kdo is the dissolution rate oeÆient and Sn is NAPL saturation. The term BS designatesthe biodegradation rate and takes the formBS = CXY �0 " CSK1=2 + CS # ; (3)where �0 is the maximum degradation rate, K1=2 is the half-saturation onstant, CX isbiomass onentration, and Y is a yield oeÆient.Finally, the rate of mirobial growth/deay reads as follows:1CX �CX�t = �0  CSK1=2 + CS! � F � kd: (4)kd is the deay rate oeÆient, while F inorporates nonidealities in the system. F = 1unless expliitly spei�ed (see below).3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION3.1. Testase desriptionThe test problem studied here is based on the fratured �eld site at Ringe, Denmark.We onsider a porous medium in whih two zones an be identi�ed: fratures/high-permeability and matrix/low-permeability zones. Flow of uids is assumed to our withinthe fratures only. Thus, the bulk uid ow within the matrix is assumed negligible andthe migration of the ontaminant in the soil matrix is only due to di�usion. Biodegra-dation is assumed to our in the soil matrix only. Fratures/high permeability soil may



3ontain free NAPL and this may prohibit biomass growth due to toxiity e�ets. More-over, the volume fration of high-permeability soil is generally smaller than the fration oflow-permeability soil matrix and, thus, its ontribution to the biodegradation proess isnegligible. So, we fous our simulations on the di�usion into and dissolution and biodegra-dation within the matrix. We simulate the matrix zone as a 1-D olumn of 10 m long.�lled with a porous medium. The olumn is disretized into 50 elements of 0.002 m long.The olumn is assumed to be fully saturated with water exept for the �rst one entime-ter (next to the frature) where we have a residual NAPL saturation of 0.20. (Sn = 0:2,Sl = 0:8 for 0 � x < 1 m, Sl = 1 elsewhere). The total simulation time is 40 days anda time step of 34 s (0.0004 days). Initial ontaminant onentration is assumed to bezero. The initial biomass onentration is 3.53 x 10�3 kg/m3. Starting with this initialondition, the olumn is assumed to be sealed. Zero-di�usion boundary ondition is setfor the transport. Under these onditions, NAPL dissolution, dissolved-NAPL di�usionand biodegradation are the only proesses taking plae in the system. Other data usedin the simulation are reported in table 1.Table 1Biologial parameters.Parameter value parameter valueKS (kg/m3) 0.120 Y S (-) 3.56kd (1/s) 2.3E-07 �0 (1/s) 5.E-05CS;eq (kg/m3) 5.E-03 kdo (m2/s) 6.9E-113.2. E�et of Di�usionThe �rst set of simulations were run onsidering di�usion varying within two orders ofmagnitude, that is, D = [1:4�10�10; 1:4�10�8℄ m2/s. As simulation starts, NAPL dissolvesand invades the olumn at a rate that is a funtion of the di�usion oeÆient: the higherthe di�usion, the higher the onentration within the olumn. Figure 1 (left) shows themass present in the olumn as a funtion of time for di�erent values of the di�usionoeÆient. The dissolved-NAPL mass present in the olumn inreases proportionally todi�usion oeÆient, but for the largest D the urve shows a knee. This orresponds tothe moment that CS = CSeq and that the olumn is saturated with dissolved NAPL. Thedissolved-oil mass present in the olumn is lower when biodegradation is ative, but thetotal dissolved NAPL equals the sum of the atual mass present in the olumn and themass degraded by bateria. Thus, as shown in Figure 1-right, the total mass of dissolvedNAPL (i.e. the organi substrate inow) is muh higher than in the previous ase. Thisindiates that biodegradation an really enhane free-phase dissolution, both in terms ofrate of dissolution and in terms of amount of mass dissolved.3.3. Biomass distribution e�etsInitial biomass distribution an be important when dealing with fratured soils. Asreported in [1℄, ative biomass is loated in a small region of soil adjaent to fratures. Inmany ases, only the fration of the soil matrix ontaining larger pores, whih are expeted
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Figure 1. NAPL dissolved in the olumn without biodegradation (left) and with biodegra-dation (right) (Mp: mass present in the aqueous phase; Md: mass degraded).to be loated lose to fratures and/or zones of high permeability, are able to host baterialgrowth. The rest of the soil is inert with respet to biodegration. Two initial biomassdistributions are onsidered: BioF (full; that is, CX(t = 0) = 0:0 for 0 � x < 1 m,CX(t = 0) = 0:0353 kg/m3 otherwise); BioP (partial; that is, CX(t = 0) = 0:0 for0 � x < 1 m, CX(t = 0) = 0:0353 kg/m3, for 1 � x < 2 m, CX(t = 0) = 0:0 otherwise).Simulations similar to those desribed in the previous setion (for varying D) are nowarried out here with two di�erent spatial biomass distributions BioP and BioF. Resultsindiated that onentration distribution of dissolved oil in the BioF and BioP ases arealmost idential. This an be explained when examining biomass distribution at the endof the simulation. CX pro�les for di�erent values of the di�usion oeÆient and variousbiodegradation kinetis are almost idential, exept for low �0 in whih some di�erenesare present at early times. Plots of biomass onentration vs spae and time are shownin Figure 2. It is apparent that for long simulation times, onentrations of dissolved oilfor both ases approah pseudo steady-state onditions are reahed.4. INTRODUCING NON-IDEALITIES IN THE SYSTEMToo often non-idealities are negleted in simulations of biodegradation proesses. In real�eld appliations, many fators may play a role in the degradation proess and some ofthem are ritial for inreasing or dereasing the degradation rate. For example, negletingbiomass growth limitations implies that as long as dissolved oil is available, biomass angrow on and on, regardless of the volume available for aommodating biomass. Thisis a strong simpli�ation and may lead to exessively optimisti preditions. Also, highonentration of dissolved ontaminants may be toxi to bateria and an inhibit eithertemporarily or de�nitely the biodegradation proess. In the following paragraphs, thesetwo fators are studied and disussed.
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Figure 2. Biomass onentration pro�les at t = 400 days and �0 = 1:e�5 1/s for ase BioP(left) and BioF (right).4.1. The e�et of biomass growth limitationsFrom the mathematial point of view, biomass growth limitation an be introduedde�ning F = Fbg = (1�CX=CXmax) in equation (4). When CX ! CXmax, baterial growthrate redues to zero and only biomass deay (kdCX in equation 4) may our. In thesimulations reported here, CXmax is set to 10�1 kg/m3. For low values of D, dissolved-oil onentration is low in the olumn exept lose to the frature zone where NAPLis trapped. Dissolved-oil migration is also slow and biomass an degrade the inomingontaminant rate in both BioP and BioF ases. However, for large D, NAPL dissolutionrate inreases also and bateria are provided with a large amount of oil to degrade per unittime. With biomass growth limited, large peaks of biomass onentration are suppressedand BioP and BioF biomass initial distributions yield di�erent results. As shown inFigure 3, an aumulation of dissolved oil ours in the olumn. In this ase, biomass isable to degrade almost all dissolved oil for BioF distribution, while the same annot besaid in the BioP ase whose degradation apaity is limited.4.2. The e�et of ontaminant toxiityIn many ases, a ontaminant that is normaly degraded at low onentration, maybeome toxi for bateria at high onentration. This has an impat on the e�etivenessof overal degradation proess. Consider trapped NAPL that dissolves and di�uses alongthe olumn. If any ative biomass is present, biodegradation begins. Depending on therelative weights of dissolution rate and moleular di�usion oeÆient, if di�usion proessis not suÆiently fast, dissolved oil may aumulate. Thus, if CS approahes the toxiitylevel, indiated with CStox, biodegradation rate dereases and the biomass beome inativefor CS � CStox. Based on this reasoning, we propose to model the toxiity e�et by settingF = Ftox = 1� (CS=CStox)2 for CS � CStox, and Ftox = 0 for CS > CStox. If CS falls belowCStox, biodegradation resumes and biomass an ontinue to grow. For the simulations
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Figure 3. Dissolved-oil onentration pro�le in time and spae with �0 =2.5E-5 1/s forases BioP (left) and BioF (right) with biomass growth limitation.
reported here, CStox is set to 5x10�3 kg/m3 and D = 1.4x10�9 m2/s. Simulation resultsobtained for a wide range of values of kdo and �0, are shown in Figure 4-left. Theseresults indiate that there is a ritial value of the maximum degradation onstant �0below whih biodegradation dereases sharply. This ritial value depends on the valueof the mass dissolution rate oeÆient, kdo, and di�usion oeÆient, D. This result doesnot give any real insight in terms of pratial appliations, given the arti�ial and sharptransition between the two zones whih seems mainly a mathematial outome. It wouldbe probably possible to �nd a funtional relationship between kdo, D, and �0 for estimatinga-priori the ritial range of onditions for biodegradation to our suessfully. However,it is not in the purpose of this work to ome up with a mathematial orrelation of thisdependeny. We believe that this orrelation would be strongly test-ase dependent.4.3. Combination of biomass-growth onstraint and toxiity e�etsThe ombination of the two nonidealities introdued here, an be inluded in equa-tion (4) by de�ning F = Fbg � Ftox. The numerial investigation is onduted onsideringa olumn of 100 m and simulation time of 400 days. In the simulations, variations of thethree most important parameters of the model, that is, NAPL dissolution rate onstantkdo, moleular di�usion oeÆient D, and the degradation kineti rate onstant �0 havebeen onsidered. Figure 4-right is an example of how the total dissolved-oil mass is inu-ened by the degradation rate and the dissolution rate oeÆient. Other parameters suhas moleular di�usion and yield oeÆient are, of ourse, also important. These e�etsmust be studied separately in a systemati manner.
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Figure 4. CS pro�les as a funtion of �0 (left - only toxiity ative). Dissolved-oil degradedas a funtion of �0 and kdo (right).5. CONCLUSIONSSeveral proesses ourring in a NAPL dissolution senario and their impat on naturalbiodegradation have been investigated. Preliminary results indiated that when nonide-alities, suh as biomass growth limitation and toxiity, are negleted, spatial biomassdistribution is not really ritial for the overall ontaminant degradation, and moleulardi�usion simply dominates the equilibrium between NAPL dissolution and biodegrada-tion. Di�erent results are obtained when nonidealities are inluded in the simulations.For example, we found that initial biomass distribution is ritial under biomass growthlimitations. When toxiity is inluded, biodegradation seems to be ontrolled by a rit-ial value of the maximum biodegradation rate below whih biodegradation slows downsigni�antly. More pronouned e�ets are obtained when biomass growth limitation andtoxiity are both inluded. Simulation results show that toxiity plays an important rolein determining the suess or failure of biodegration.Aknowledgments This researh has been partly arried out in the framework of the TRIASprojet "Multiphase ow and enhaned biodegradation of non-aqueous phase liquids"(Delft Cluster Projet 5.1.6). The work of C. Gallo was partly supported by SardinianRegional Authorities and by the Italian Ministry of the University (projet ISR8-C11/B).REFERENCES1. Rosenbom A., Aamand J., Friis K., Lindgren H., and Springer N. Laboratory set-upsand experimental results. in Pore-to-Core sale-up studies of the transport propertiesof organi pollutants with natural attenuation. Tehnial Report report no. 1998/104.,
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